a a a a Abby is sad.
a a a a is A A
b b b b is baby, baby.
b b b b is B.
c says K,  c says K

cat - meow.  C
I’m a digging dog. I’m a digging dog.
d d d d is D.
Eddy loves his teddy and Eddy loves E.
f f f, Froggy loves flies.
f f f is F.  F
g g g g is goat, goat.
g g g g is G. G
h h h is happy, happy, happy.
h h h I am happy!
h h h h is H. H
i dot it. i dot it. i i i
Iggy loves her wiggy and Iggy loves I.
jjj is jumping, jumping, jumping.
jjj is J.  J

jjj is jumping, jumping, jumping.
jjj is J.  J
k k k is kissing kangaroos.
k k k is kissing kangaroos.
k k k is K.  K
llll is loud lion.
llll is L.  L
m m m m is mean monster. M
m m m m is M. M
nnnn is nice, nice.
________is nice!
nnn n is N.  N
o o o is opera, “o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o” pera.

O o o o is O. O
p p p is popcorn, please.
p p p is P.
qu, qu, qu, is queen,...... your highness.
qu qu qu qu is Q.  Q
No rain at recess!
s s s is school, school. I am smart at school. s s s is S.
teacher, teacher, teacher. Mrs. Jones and Mrs. Kiper are my teachers. T

T
u u u is fussy, funny, _________’s underwear umbrella.

u u u is U.

U
v v v is violin, violin.

v v v is V. V
www is watermelon, watermelon.
www is W.
x says ks, x says ks.
The x-ray is in the box.
y y y y yakking, yakking, yakking. I will not yak today. I will not yak today. Hi ho the dario, I will not yak today.
z z z zipper, zip.
z z z is Z.  Z